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ABSTRACT
Assessment plays a vital role in learning, as it provides both
instructors and students with feedback on the overall ef-
fectiveness of their teaching or learning. However, when
a student fails to correctly answer certain questions in an
assessment (such as a quiz), the student needs specific rec-
ommendations that are tailored to their learning needs and
to the knowledge deficiency exposed by the assessment out-
comes. In this paper, we explore the methods for automat-
ically identifying the recommended textbook materials that
are most relevant and suitable to the student. In particular,
we conducted experiments on how to incorporate students’
current knowledge state on domain concepts associated with
the activity to recommend personalized remedial sections to
each student. The results show that incorporating student
knowledge states can significantly improve the quality of rec-
ommendations as compared to traditional content-based rec-
ommendations.

Keywords
Remedial Recommendation, student Modeling, domain con-
cepts, dynamic student knowledge

1. INTRODUCTION
Along with the rapid development of internet and communi-
cation technologies, as well as the increasing amount of on-
line materials in diverse formats, online learning and its sup-
porting platforms have become vital for learning various new
subjects. Regardless of if it is a self-regulated platform or
instructor-regulated platform, learners are provided with di-
verse types of content, which may include notes, textbooks,
videos, and other lecture material. Similar to traditional
learning, in order to evaluate a learner’s progress through
course materials, various forms of assessments are embedded
in the online learning process. For example, course platforms
integrate quizzes and exams at the end of each learning mod-
ule (section, subsection, or part). This is particularly impor-
tant in self-regulated online courses, since these assessments

help learners to reflect on the content and estimate their
learning progress. A complete learning loop should incor-
porate the provision of providing learners’ relevant remedial
content materials to compensate for the knowledge deficit
exposed by the assessment. In classic computer-assisted in-
struction (CAI), where the course content and assessments
were created either by the same author or by a team, links to
remedial content were created manually. However, modern
online learning extensively uses open educational resources
and question banks created by many independent authors.
In this context, an automatically generated remedial recom-
mendation of learning content after a failed assessment is
vital to the success of online learning.

A natural approach for an educational recommender sys-
tem is to use content similarity as the basis for remedial
recommendation [36]. This approach recommends remedial
content that is similar to the assessed content. However,
deficiencies in student knowledge that are exposed by the
assessment might not be limited to the most similar con-
tent. Thus, a content similarity-based approach could lead
to a recommendation of materials that have either already
been mastered by the student, or a recommendation of ma-
terial for which students lack the prerequisite knowledge.

Figure 1: Quiz example

The goal of this study is to explore the method of remedial
recommendation that dynamically address student needs.
The proposed approach is to focus on modeling the domain-
relevant concepts that the student is learning. The mo-
tivation for using domain-specific concepts in representing
recommended documents is illustrated by Figure 1. The
figure shows an example question from the “information re-
trieval” course. A term-based recommendation (keyword-
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based) could count repeated words in the question and bring
up documents related to “Michael Jordan” or “Sport”. How-
ever, these documents may be irrelevant and thus would not
be helpful for remediation. In contrast, a recommendation
algorithm that attends to domain-specific concepts would
select documents that are related to “Google search engine”
or “information need”, which can cause the recommended
documents to be more directly relevant to the knowledge
assessed in the question.

We believe that a beneficial remedial recommendation also
needs to dynamically model the student’s knowledge of the
domain-specific concepts. A content-based or domain concept-
based static remedial recommendation would provide the
same recommendation to different students, regardless of the
individual students’ different levels of knowledge deficiency
exposed by the assessment outcomes. For instance, still con-
sidering the example in Figure 1, students who are already
familiar with the concept of “search engine” but are strug-
gling with the concept of “information need” would need dif-
ferent remedial recommendations than those who are strug-
gling with the concept of “search engine”.

As a result, in this paper we will investigate the effects of in-
corporating both domain knowledge and student knowledge
in remedial recommendations. More specifically, we aim to
address the following research questions:

• RQ 1: Does the domain-based representation of ed-
ucational content help perform remedial recommenda-
tion, either by acting alone or in combination with the
content-based recommendation?

• RQ 2: Can we use automated keyphrase extraction
techniques to generate domain-based representation ?

• RQ 3: Does the augmentation of student knowledge
on domain-based recommendation help in providing
dynamic remedial recommendations?

To address the research questions, we proposed a concept-
level static remedial recommendation (StatRemRec) and a
knowledge-level dynamic remedial recommendation (Dyn-
RemRec). To conduct this research, we used an online read-
ing platform (ReadingCircle) [13]. The system provided the
students with a platform to read their course textbook. In
ReadingCircle, every subsection contains a quiz to test stu-
dent performance (for details 4.1). Data obtained from the
ReadingCircle platform was used to investigate and evaluate
the proposed recommendation approach. We hypothesize
that the StatRemRec and DynRemRec approaches will pro-
vide better recommendations than state-of-the-art recom-
mendation models that completely ignore both the domain
and student dynamic knowledge states.

We also released a dataset of annotated questions in our
existing online textbook with relevant sections. This data
can work as a benchmark for content recommendation and
linking task1. The code and student model are available
at: https://github.com/khushsi/RemRec

1https://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/Project?id=637

2. RELATED WORK
Despite their overall similarity, the roots of both static and
dynamic remedial recommendation approaches can be traced
to two different research areas. The static recommendation
of educational resources does not depend on the state of an
individual student, and as a result, can be generated be-
fore a student starts working with learning content. Histor-
ically, static recommendations were explored in the field of
educational hypermedia and called “intelligent hypertext”,
since this approach recommended resources that were not
connected by a human-authored link. Research on intelli-
gent hypertext started in the early days of this field and
originally focused on linking resources using term-based re-
source similarity [22, 41]. Simple keyword-based approaches
have been gradually replaced by semantic-level similarity,
based on concepts of semantic web and domain ontology [8,
28], and later by modern text-processing approaches, such
as topic modeling and concept extraction [24, 1, 37, 14].

The emergence of MOOCs and the online accumulation of
large volumes of educational content encouraged a new wave
of research on “intelligent” linking focused on connecting
primary learning content, such as textbooks and MOOCs,
with different external learning resources, such as videos,
Wikipedia pages, or research papers [1, 18, 20].

In contrast, the dynamic recommendation model of educa-
tional content has to be generated on the fly, based on the
current knowledge or interest of the learner. Dynamic rec-
ommendations could be traced back to the classic works on
adaptive course “sequencing” [23] and generation [10]. The
first generation of this work focused on adaptation to stu-
dent levels of knowledge and used different student modeling
approaches from the field of intelligent tutoring [35]. The
emergence of recommender systems encouraged a different
generation of research on dynamic recommendation that fo-
cused on learner interests and used techniques from the areas
of recommender systems [21]. Due to its popularity, the term
“recommendation” is now used to refer to both knowledge-
based and interest-based recommendations. Recent work
on educational recommendation frequently combines both
knowledge and interest adaptation and supports a range
of needs, such as fine-grained resource recommendation for
practice activities [2, 37], reading materials [29], and videos,
as well as coarse-grained recommendation of courses [30, 7]
or textbooks [31].

The majority of research on educational recommendation
has focused on recommending students’ next thing to do
and assumes that the student’s overall progress is good. A
different recommendation approach, known as remedial rec-
ommendation [3], has focused on recommending resources
that can help a student to learn a concept in which a stu-
dent is weak, in order to improve understanding or resolve
misconceptions. Konstantin et al. [4] proposed a knowledge-
gap based remedial recommendation approach. The method
considers learners’ previous success rates and categorize learn-
ers as expert, intermediate, or unknown. They found that
this coarse-grained categorization may help in providing rec-
ommendations based on student needs. Although such a
coarse-grained categorization is beneficial, it assumes that
there is a single learning rate for all students. However, the
existing advancement in education technologies have ways
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to infer students’ individualized levels of knowledge [32] and
learning rates [9, 11], called student models. In our work, we
used student models to define fine-grained student knowl-
edge states and explored the possibility of using them in
remedial recommendations.

3. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we investigated the effect of dynamically in-
corporating domain knowledge and student knowledge for
remedial recommendation. The intuition is that this dy-
namic incorporation can enable more relevant and suitable
resources to help students recover from failure within the
assessment.

3.1 Problem Description
Formally, the research problem can be described as: for
a given student S, who was recently assessed on question
q; if student S failed on question q, we want to provide
student S with a recommended reading from a content set
T = t1, t2, . . . , tc to help the student to grasp the knowledge
that would be required to succeed on question q.

The vector representation of texts T and question q are
constructed using domain concepts, the recommendation is
computed based on the cosine similarity between the vectors
of text T and question q, and the top five most similar texts
are selected for the recommendation.

3.2 Static Remedial Recommendation
(StatRemRec)

StatRemRec targets remedial recommendation based on in-
corporating semantic knowledge or domain knowledge of the
content. To build a domain-based representation of educa-
tion material, we used domain concepts. The approach of
a domain concept-based representation of education mate-
rial is commonly found in intelligent tutoring systems, which
focus on problem-solving support and where every practice
problem is associated with a set of domain knowledge com-
ponents (concepts) [17]. In our case, concepts are expressed
as key phrases. Each key phrase depicts a fragment of do-
main knowledge, a semantic entity, or a fine-grained topic.
Each target education material, textbook section, and ques-
tion (in our case) are annotated with domain concepts. Fig-
ure 2 shows an example output of these annotated domain
concepts mapped to both a text and a question.

Once we have obtained a domain concept for both texts and
questions, we build a representation of texts and questions as
a frequency-based vector representation, based on the pres-
ence of domain concepts for each text and each question.
For recommending texts for a particular question, we apply
cosine similarity between question q and all the available sec-
tions in the text T and rank the top five most similar texts
{R1

q , R
2
q , R

3
q , R

4
q , R

5
q} that share the same domain concepts

with the questions q

3.3 Dynamic Remedial Recommendation
(DynRemRec)

StatRemRec accounts for semantic knowledge in the docu-
ment for recommending remedial materials. Although this is
an improvement on a purely keyword-based content recom-
mendation system, StatRemRec still recommends the same

content for each student, regardless of the student’s real-
time content requirement. For example, a student failing on
a question that asks about “Multiplication” will always be
given recommendations for readings related to “Multiplica-
tion”with StatRemRec. For instance, if a student’s skills are
weak in a prerequisite concept, e.g. “Addition”, it is crucial
to support that student’s current needs.

In education systems, intelligent tutoring systems account
for this student-specific information to provide students with
adaptive practices and has been shown to help with effec-
tive and efficient learning [38]. To provide adaptation, the
tutors maintain dynamically changing student knowledge
states while the student uses the tutoring system.

In DynRemRec, we maintained dynamically changing stu-
dent knowledge states and used students’ real-time knowl-
edge states to generate a personalized remedial recommen-
dation for each student. The following subsections provide
details about student knowledge state generation and our
approaches to integrating them into our remedial recom-
mendation.

3.3.1 Student Knowledge State Generation
For generating students’ knowledge state, we used a tra-
ditional and widely accepted student modeling framework,
performance factor analysis (PFA) [34]. This model relies
on expert annotated skills (also known as knowledge com-
ponents or concepts). Skills are knowledge units associated
with student activities, steps, and questions on which stu-
dents’ knowledge and performance are tested [17]. In our
work, we considered domain concepts as skills, which has
been shown to work in previous work on student modeling
in online textbooks. [40, 16, 42]. At the base of the model is a
Qmatrix, a binary matrix where columns represent concepts
or skills and rows represent questions. Each cell is a binary
value, where 1 in the cell with row r and column c repre-
sents that question r is an application of concept c. PFA
represents the student’s probability of success in answering
a question as a function of the student’s previous success-
ful and failed attempts on the concept associated with the
question, as shown in Equation 1

PFA: ln
psq

1− psq
= αs

+
∑
c

βcQcq +
∑
c

Qcq(µcSsc + ρcFsc) (1)

where, s is a student and q is a question. c is a concept
(skill or knowledge component). αs is a coefficient associ-
ated with learner s (regression intercept) and represents the
proficiency of learner s. Q is a Qmatrix and Qcq is the Qma-
trix cell associated with question q and Concept c. βc are
coefficients associated with concept c. βc represents the diffi-
culty of concept c, while µc and ρc are coefficients associated
with Ssc and Fsc. Ssc and Fsc are the number of success and
failure attempts, respectively, of learner s on concept c. We
consider PFA, as PFA provides granular evaluation based on
individual students’ prior success and failure on a particular
skill [34].
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Figure 2: An example of domain concepts annotated to both a text and a question. This is just for example
purposes and is not part of our study. The domain concepts are marked with a link

To obtain the knowledge of a student s on a concept c when
the student failed on question q, we generate the probability
of failure on a concept PFsc. We assumed that there ex-
ists an item c annotated with concept c, and generated the
probability of failure as:

PFsc =

{
1− (αs + βc + (µcSsc + ρcFsc)) c ∈ q
0 c /∈ q

(2)

where αs is ability of student s and βc is difficulty of concept
c. Ssc and Fsc are previous success and failed attempts of
student s on concept c, after the student failed on question
q.

To generate the student knowledge state vector, we repre-
sented each domain concept associated with the question q
with weight value PFsc. The knowledge state consists of
the probability of failure to make sure that a greater weight
is given to domain concepts (skills) where the student has
a high probability of failure (where they might lack suffi-
cient knowledge). For the concepts that are not associated
with question q, we made the probability to be zero, as the
goal is to recommend material related to concepts that are
associated with the question.

The representation of text (documents or textbook sections)
is the same for both DynRemRec and StatRemRec (i.e. rep-
resentation based on frequency on domain concepts, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.3). The change is in question represen-
tation, which is based on the presence of domain concepts in
StatRemRec and is based on the dynamic knowledge state
of domain concepts in DynRemRec.

4. EXPERIMENTS
The dataset from ReadingCircle [13] was used for explor-
ing DynRemRec and StatRemRec. In this section, we will
introduce the dataset before presenting the details of our
experiments.

4.1 Student Dataset
ReadingCircle [13] is an online reading platform. It provides
an online reading environment to students in a course where
they read assigned textbook materials to prepare for class.

There are quizzes of questions embedded in each section
of the assigned readings to assess the progress of student
learning on the content.

ReadingCircle keeps extensive logs for events associated with
student reading and assessment. The dataset used in the ex-
periments is collected from a version of ReadingCircle that
has been adapted for supporting a graduate-level course on
information retrieval at an University of Pittsburgh in spring
2016. There was no restriction on the number of attempts
to the questions. ReadingCircle logs each and every attempt
made by the student. This data set contains 9006 quiz in-
teractions from 22 students and 4273 interactions of student
failure on quizzes (for more details, refer to Table 1). The
student dataset can be obtained from Datashop2.

Table 1: ReadingCircle data details
Number of documents (sections) 66
Number of questions 89
Number of students 22
Average per student questions attempted 91
Student practice interactions 9006
Number of failure interactions 4273

4.1.1 Ground Truth
To evaluate the effect of recommendations on questions, we
require a mapping of questions to sections. Each question
maps to the section where it appears. This assumption holds
as each quiz is created by subject experts (instructors and
teaching assistants) to assess student knowledge in a par-
ticular section. In a few cases, a quiz will assess multiple
sections. In this case, we map the questions appearing in
those quiz to multiple sections. For more details on the
question-to-section mapping dataset, please refer to Table 2

Table 2: Ground truth for recommendation
Number of (sections) 66
Number of questions 89
Number of questions per section 1.93
Number of questions linked to single section 81
Number of questions linked to multiple sections 8

2https://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/Project?id=637
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4.2 Domain Concept
Concept-based textbook representation was introduced by
early projects that focused on adaptive textbooks [15, 43].
Adaptive textbooks associated every section of a digital text-
book with a set of domain concepts (called outcomes) that
are present in that section. In this work, we investigated
both expert-annotated domain concepts [42] and automated
extracted domain concepts [26, 6, 25].

• Expert-based concepts (EBC): For EBC, we used
concepts that were generated by Wang et al [42]. Wang
et al. [42] developed comprehensive expert-based an-
notation rules and proposed a two-step concept anno-
tation system with three subject experts. [42]. The
concepts are available for sections in the “Introduc-
tion of Information Retrieval” book, which is the same
book that students are reading in the online course in
ReadingCircle.

In order to conduct the experiment, we want both
questions and the text that are associated with the
concepts. However, EBC is only available for textbook
sections. In order to associate concepts with questions,
we created a list of domain concepts using concepts in
all sections, and performed a simple lookup on the con-
cept list to find the domain concepts in the question
and answer text. More details about the EBC concepts
is mentioned in Table 3.

Table 3: EBC Concepts
Number of unique concepts 1047
Average number of concepts per section 30.83
Average number of concepts per quiz 6.52

To check if questions have concepts only from related
sections, we plotted the distribution that depicts the
number of unique sections that share concepts with
questions, as shown in Figure 3. These statistics show
that questions share concepts with an average of 24.3
sections.
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Figure 3: Distribution of number of unique sections
sharing domain concepts per question.

• Automated concept extraction (ACE):
StatRemRec and DynRemRec represent text with concept-
level representation. In the case of DynRemRec, the
student model is also trained using concepts associ-
ated with student practice activities. However, tra-
ditional expert-based concept generation is time con-
suming and hard to obtain with the incorporation of
open-source course materials. Hence, it is impracti-
cal if time-consuming expert concepts becomes a nec-
essary step in student recommendation on education
resources. To prove the ease of incorporating Sta-
tRemRec and DynRemRec, we dedicated this set of
experiments to test the feasibility of concept-level re-
medial recommendations (RQ 2). The experiment was
designed to test StatRemRec and DynRemRec on con-
cepts that were automatically extracted through key-
phrase extraction techniques [6, 25, 26]. It is debat-
able if keyphrase extraction techniques extract domain
concepts and could be used as knowledge components
or skills on which students’ knowledge is measured.
For evidence of using concepts as skills, we relied on
evidence from work by Thaker et al. [40] and Huang
et al. [16], in which student models are trained on
keyphrases in education content for adaptive textbooks.

To perform the experiment and explore research ques-
tion RQ-2, we selected three state-of-the art keyphrase
extraction techniques, as discussed below:

1. TextRank: TextRank [26] is a classic unsuper-
vised keyphrase extraction technique. TextRank
converts each document into a graph of words,
based on word co-occurrence criteria. The algo-
rithm then applies the page rank algorithm to the
graph and extracts the important keyphrases.

2. CopyRNN: CopyRNN [25] is a supervised deep-
learning based sequence-to-sequence keyphrase gen-
eration technique. CopyRNN is one of the state-
of-the-art supervised keyphrase extraction tech-
niques. This will help us evaluate our model for
supervised keyphrase extraction.

3. TopicRank: TopicRank [6] is a graph-based unsu-
pervised keyphrase extraction technique. The dif-
ference is TopicRank focuses on finding keyphrases
that belong to the topic of the document. As a re-
sult, this technique can provide more insight into
topic-based concept extraction.

.

Table 4 shows more details of the concepts extracted by
different ACE methods. The table indicates that dif-
ferent algorithms will choose a different domain space
for representing the domain.

4.3 Term-Based Recommendation Baseline
(TextRec)

For our baseline, we used a simple term-based recommen-
dation approach. TextRec finds the similarity between two
documents (section text and quiz text) based on words that
are present in the text. Each term in the document is used
as a semantic unit and the document is represented as a
vector of the TF-IDF weights [39]. Such a TF-IDF based
document similarity was recently found to be effective for
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Table 4: Statistics of ACE datasets
Average no of Concepts Unique Overlap

Model Section Quiz Concepts Sections

CopyRNN 14.56 2.32 558 2.29
TextRank 27.39 7.53 698 28.88
TopicRank 96.01 7.85 2469 32.94

finding similar education resources [37]. Although state-of-
the-art recommendation techniques use advanced semantic
representations that use both word and document embed-
dings [27], we did not explore much in this area, as our focus
is in understanding the effectiveness of including domain and
student knowledge in recommending remedial resources.

4.4 Experiment Steps
To address the research questions mentioned in Section 1,
we conducted the following experiments:

1. Term vs Concept Representation: To understand
if domain-based representation is effective (RQ 1), we
compared the concept-level techniques of StatRemRec
and DynRemRec to the term-based approach TextRec.

2. Fusion experiment: As the TextRec approach has a
term-based representation of education material, while
StatRemRec and DynRemRec use concept-level rep-
resentation, to leverage both types of representation
(RQ 1), we fused the term-based approach with do-
main concept-based approaches. The fusion of term-
based methods with concept-based methods is done by
simple linear interpolation, as specified in Equation 3

Simfused
qi,tj

= α · Simconcept
qi,tj

+ (1− α) · Simtext
qi,tj (3)

where Simqi,tj is the similarity between question qi
and section tj . To determine the interpolation coeffi-
cient α in Equation 3, we selected the α that gave the
best result for TextRec + StatRemRec on expert-based
concepts and used it in all of our experiments.

3. Experiment with ACE: To address research ques-
tion RQ 2, we performed remedial recommendation by
using keyphrases as domain concepts.

4. Knowledge Augmentation: To address research ques-
tion RQ 3, this experiment investigated differences in
the recommendations generated from both StatRem-
Rec and DynRemRec.

Figure 4 provides a complete picture of the experiment set
up with all of the resources that were used for the exper-
iment. Student interaction data is divided into students
stratified in ten random folds. The training folds are used for
training the student model, with available concept indexing
for each question. The recommendation is evaluated on the
test fold. The student model is used to generate dynamic
knowledge-based concept representations for DynRemRec,
and the results reported in Section 5 are averaged over 10
test folds.

4.5 Evaluation Metric
As discussed in Section 4.1.1, the question to section map-
ping is one to many, so we adopted mean reciprocal rank
(MRR) and mean average precision (MAP) to evaluate the
recommendations [33]. MRR is a good metric to understand,
on average, the position on which a relevant recommenda-
tion is obtained, and MAP@5 will generally prefer the algo-
rithm that recommends more relevant sections at the top of
the list. Here, the wrong recommended section is considered
not to be relevant and the correct section is considered to
be relevant.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Term vs Concept-Based Recommendation
Table 5 shows the performance of the term-based approach
TextRec the and domain concept-based approaches StatRem-
Rec and DynRemRec. Both StatRemRec and DynRemRec
performed lower than the baseline TextRec. One potential
reason for this finding is that TextRec relies on the keywords
from the whole content of both the quiz and the section,
while both StatRemRec and DynRemRec only index based
on on a small number of identified concepts. Based on our
calculation, the average length of sections in our dataset is
1, 345 words, whereas the average number of concepts anno-
tated by experts in each section is only 13.5, which indicates
that the concept-based representation relies on a compara-
tively few number of concepts.

These results show that, despite the importance of domain-
specific concepts in explaining the content in education, con-
fining the representation of text with only concept-level con-
tent could cause too much loss in useful textbook content.

5.2 Fusing Term and Concept-Based Recom-
mendations

As Meng et al. [24] pointed out, term-based content repre-
sentations of education materials can provide fine-grained
term level information and statistics, while concept-based
representation works on both a coarse-grained topic and se-
mantic level. Consequently, it is beneficial to have informa-
tion from both these representations when recommending a
relevant document to a student. As term-based representa-
tion identifies the content similarity based on shared terms,
concept-level representation provides emphasis on seman-
tics and the knowledge that is represented by the concepts.
To leverage the combined power of these two representa-
tions, we conducted fusion experiments on both the term-
and concept-level approaches, as mentioned in Section 4.4.
As Table 5 shows, there is a clear indication that fusion (Tex-
tRec + StatRemRec) surpasses the baseline TextRec and
benefits from concept-level representation. To investigate
this effect in detail, we plotted the performance of StatRem-
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Figure 4: Experiment Setup

Table 5: Remedial recommendation performance on failed questions in ReadingCircle system in terms of
MRR. * denotes a significant performance change of metric over text-based recommendation TextRec using
a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test. Numbers shown in bold indicate the top two best perfor-
mance. The performance is based on expert annotated EBC. Parameter α for TextRec + StatRemRec and
TextRec + DynRemRec is 0.60 based on MAP@5

student
Model knowledge MRR MAP@5

TextRec - 83.00 74.01
StatRemRec - 73.47 68.40

DynRemRec ! 71.05 66.06
TextRec + StatRemRec - *91.01 *86.18

TextRec + DynRemRec ! *89.53 *83.90

Rec for different values of the interpolation co-efficient α, as
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 and Figure 5 display some important characteristics
of these recommendations. The curve of TextRec + Sta-
tRemRec starts with the performance of TextRec at the
value of α = 0. Initially, along with α increases from α = 0
to α = 0.3, the performance of the fusion-based approach
TextRec + StatRemRec increases both in MRR and MAP@5,
which shows the benefit from the inclusion of concept-based
representation. Next, MRR performance stabilizes for a pe-
riod from α = 0.3 to α = 0.6, which shows no obvious
change in the position of the top-ranked relevant documents
in rank lists. In this interval, MAP@5 (Figure 6) keeps in-
creasing, which shows that concept-level representation are
helping in either recommending new relevant documents or
bringing already ranked relevant documents up at a higher

ranked position. The performance of MAP, which looks at
all the recommendations, is best at α = 0.60. Since the
performance improvement comes with the increasing weight
on StatRemRec, it provides evidence that recommendation
benefits more from the domain-specific concept-based repre-
sentation. Fusion improved the performance of recommen-
dation by 16% (significantly, with significance tested using
Wilcoxon signed rank test), providing an answer to our re-
search question RQ 1 that StatRemRec improves recommen-
dation quality when augmented with a traditional content-
based recommendation system.

5.3 Performance with ACE
In research question RQ 2, the goal is to understand the
feasibility of using ACE as a domain concept and to use
it in providing remedial recommendations. Table 6 com-
pares the performance of some traditional ACE techniques.
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Figure 5: Threshold based recommendation values in terms of MAP with change in α values

We experimented with both supervised and unsupervised
keyphrase extraction techniques. It is apparent from the
performance of ACE that these techniques beat traditional
content-based recommendation systems. TextRank does not
improve much on content-based recommendation, but both
TopicRank and CopyRNN surpass content-based recommen-
dation. TopicRank is a winner among three methods and
beats the recommendations that are based on EBC. A possi-
ble reason could be the difference between keyphrase extrac-
tion methods. TextRank and CopyRNN focus on extracting
important keyphrases from a document, while TopicRank
is focused on extracting keyphrases that are related to top-
ics discussed in a document. Thus keyphrase extracted by
TopicRank is more analogous to concepts discussed in the
course. We experimented with comparatively few and some-
what simple keyphrase extraction techniques, as we aim to
provide a piece of simple evidence for the feasibility of our
approach (RQ 2). We leave for future work to perform a
more comprehensive experiment with automated concept ex-
traction, which extracts more advance domain knowledge
like prerequisites and outcomes within a textbook [12, 19].

5.4 Augmenting Knowledge in Concept-Level
Representation

The main goal of DynRemRec is to provide students with
personalized remedial recommendations based on their real-
time information needs. As Table 5 shows, DynRemRec
performed worse than both TextRec and concept-based Sta-
tRemRec in MRR and MAP@5. As with StatRemRec, we
fused DynRemRec with TextRec. The fusion of DynRem-
Rec with term-based representation (TextRec + DynRem-
Rec) revealed a similar output as TextRec + StatRemRec.
This fusion improved the performance of recommendations
by 13%, as compared to TextRec.

Although the fusion (TextRec + DynRemRec) improved the
results in the case of DynRemRec, it is evident from Figure 6
that TextRec + DynRemRec was not able to improve over
the performance of TextRec + StatRemRec. An explanation

of this output is that DynRemRec addresses the need of
students at each recommendation, while StatRemRec pro-
vides the same static recommendation to each student. This
means that there may be cases in which experts think that a
student will benefit from reading a particular section, but ac-
tual student needs might differ. Our current gold standard is
expert-based, which does not target real-time student needs.

5.4.1 Effectiveness of augmenting knowledge
The goal of DynRemRec is to tailor the recommendations to
student needs. Figure 7 shows the distribution of a unique
set of recommendations generated against each question by
TextRec + DynRemRec. As presented in the distribution
in Figure 7, except for 12 questions, all the questions gener-
ated more than one distinct ranked list of recommendations.
The results indicate that knowledge augmentation helps in
providing an adaptive recommendation.

To understand the difference between StatRemRec and Dyn-
RemRec, we further investigated the cases where the recom-
mendation of StatRemRec was different from DynRemRec.
In our online textbooks, students read one to two chapters
every week. The course instructors predefined the course
sequence. We divided the course sections into three cate-
gories: previous sections, current sections, and future sec-
tions, based on the section of the question for which a stu-
dent received the remedial recommendation. Previous sec-
tions can be considered as prerequisite sections, while the
current section is the one for which the student is assessed.
Future sections are advanced topics in which students lack
complete knowledge. Figure 8 shows the distribution of rec-
ommended sections based on the three remedial recommen-
dation techniques of TextRec, TextRec + StatRemRec, and
TextRec + DynRemRec. A good remedial recommendation
algorithm will recommend resources from current sections
and previous sections, as understanding concepts explained
in both previous and current sections will help students to
solve the failed question. As Figure 8 shows, TextRec’s rec-
ommendation is distributed in all the categories, while both
TextRec + StatRemRec and TextRec + DynRemRec have
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Figure 6: Threshold based recommendation metric in terms of MRR with change in α values

Table 6: Remedial recommendation performance on failed questions in an ReadingCircle system, in terms of
MAP@5. The performance compares EBC with ACE-based methods for both StatRemRec and DynRemRec
with an alpha value of 0.60, determined by experiment, in Figure 6. The performance is mean on 10 folds.
Bold indicates the performance, which is as good as EBC.

Model TextRec + StatRemRec TextRec + DynRemRec
MAP@5 MAP@5

ACE
TextRank 83.14 83.97
CopyRNN 84.66 84.05
TopicRank 89.90 88.85
EBC 86.81 84.11

more recommendations in current sections and fewer recom-
mendations in future sections. This result shows the clear
benefit of the addition of domain knowledge, which helps
in recommending the sections that are appropriate for the
learner.

Augmenting student knowledge (TextRec + DynRemRec),
on the other hand, further decreased the recommendation
of future sections. However, DynRemRec also decreased
the current section and provided more recommendations in
previous sections than StatRemeRec. Recommendations on
previous section can be the consequence of students’ knowl-
edge state. If a student is still weak in a prerequisite concept,
StatRemRec will not consider those cases, while DynRem-
Rec, which provides adaptive remedial recommendation, will
make recommendations that are based on students’ needs.
This gives indirect evidence about the effectiveness of aug-
menting student knowledge in recommending resources.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper investigated the value of using domain and stu-
dent knowledge for the remedial recommendation of reading
resources.

We found that the use of domain knowledge significantly im-
proves recommendation performance when fused with tra-
ditional content-based recommendations. The model Tex-

tRec + StatRemRec, which augments content-based recom-
mendation with domain concept-based recommendations, sig-
nificantly outperformed the traditional content-based rec-
ommender TextRec. Currently, fusion is achieved with a
simple linear interpolation; we would like to investigate other
fusion techniques in future studies.

While domain knowledge improves the quality of recommen-
dation, it doesn’t account for the knowledge and needs of
individual students when recommending remedial reading.
To address this, we tried to use dynamic student models
that represent students’ current knowledge state on domain
concepts for providing truly personalized recommendations.
TextRec + DynRemRec, which augments student knowledge
with a content-based recommender, provided evidence to
support the benefits of adding students’ knowledge state for
an adaptive recommendation. Although we provided some
preliminary evidence for a personalized recommendation, it
would be necessary to conduct a comprehensive study with
real-time student feedback on recommendation. In future
work, we will further investigate this phenomenon by incor-
porating different recommendation techniques to our online
course platform. Such a study will provide a more accu-
rate evaluation based on students’ learning gain and overall
system usage.

To address research questions RQ 1 and RQ 3, we used
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Figure 8: Category of recommended sections. The
graph only plots for top recommended section. Pre-
vious, current, and future sections are categorized
according to the sequence of the course.

expert-annotated domain knowledge (EBC) for building our
recommender. As expert-provided concept indexing is ex-
pensive in terms of both time and resources, we further in-
vestigated traditional concept extraction approaches, such
as ACE, to make our approach more feasible in practice. The
performance of domain and knowledge augmented recom-
mender on ACE proves that the technique is easy to adapt
to new course content, for which expert-based concept in-
dexing may not be available. A good future direction for this
work is to investigate the importance of ACE by incorporat-
ing advanced semantic topic modeling [5] and prerequisite
extraction techniques [19, 12]. A better representation of
domain knowledge can lead to a more reliable knowledge
unit generation for pedagogical design.

This work represents a first exploration of the power of con-
sidering students’ knowledge state in recommending person-
alized remedial readings. The present work provides an in-
teresting insight into automated remedial recommendation.
We believe these types of models could play a more promi-

nent role in future models of online learning where immedi-
ate or individualized instructor feedback is not available.
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